
10 Year Warranty on all Blaser Guns. All 
information subject to change without notice. 
Models can vary from country to country.

Blaser hunting rif es are distributed through 
qualif ed dealers exclusively.

Blaser USA, Inc.

403 East Ramsey
Suite 301
San Antonio, TX 78216

Phone (210) 377 - 2527
Fax (210) 377 - 2533

info@blaser-usa.com
www.blaser-usa.com

Competition Barrels

Over/Under Barrel, 81 cm (32“)

Trap Stock, 
optional 

Monte Carlo StockSporting Stock

Forearm English Style Forearm, Fluted

86 cm (34“)

81 cm (32“)

76 cm (30“)

71 cm (28“)

Forearm options:

Monte Carlo Stock High

Monte Carlo Stock

AS Barrel, 76 cm (30“)

Wood Grade 6

Grade Luxus

Wood Grade 8

Grade Baronesse

Wood Grade 11

Grade Super Exclusiv

Forearm English Style

“Schnabel” Forearm

Forearm, Fluted 

Forearm, Fluted

Forearm, Fluted 

Under-Single Barrel, 86 cm (34“)

The F3 by Blaser. 
The modular gun system without compromise – whatever your game!

The modular system
The F3 can be customized for fi eld use and for a 

range of other kinds of disciplines. You can easily 

use different barrel combinations, stocks and fore-

arms. Create your personal, specialized F3 from the 

following components: barrel, stock, forearm, Briley 

screw-in chokes, Blaser Balancer.

By changing barrels a/o stock a/o forearm, your F3 

SuperTrap can become your companion for Sporting, 

Skeet or even Game. It is also possible to switch the 

gauge (12ga,20ga & 28ga), without changing the 

forearm.

Wood Upgrades
Select Turkish Walnut, 

Grade 4 - 11

Engraving Upgrades
Select various 

engraving motifs.
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The next generation of Trap gun
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F3 design:

The F3 was a ground breaking, zero-based 
development by Germany‘s leading manuf-
acturer of sporting fi rearms. Superior weight 
distribution makes it extremely pointable, while 
at the same time keeping it steady and smooth 
when following the line of the target without 
infringement on acceleration or speed of swing. 
The F3‘s extremely fast lock time and crisp 
trigger, that breaks like glass at approximately 
3 ¼ lbs, ensure that the shot string is on its way 
the same instant the shooter‘s brain gives the 
command to pull the trigger.

Specifi cations:

 Wood grade 4 standard 

 Barrels: O&U 32“ and USGL, 34“ 
 Gauges: O&U 12 ga (3“) and USGL 12 ga (3“) 
 Total weight: approx. 8 lbs 14 Oz. 
  Stock: adjustable semi custom Stock right 
hand, Turkish walnut 
wood grade: 4 

  Length of pull: 
14 ½” 

    Choketubes: 
Briley Spectrum 
Combo 8 chokes
O/U 5 chokes
USGL 3 chokes

Options: 

  Custom made stock 
 Left-handed top-lever (N/C)
 Adjustable semi custom Stock left hand (N/C)
 Walnut wood grades  4-11 

  Under-Single barrel (USGL) with adjustable rib

  Over & Under barrel (O&U) with adjustable rib

The Balancer-System    
allows for individual adjustment of the shotgun’s 

balance by means of adjusting the barrel balancer 

that is positioned between the barrels together with 

the stock balancer 

Adjustable rib in the Under-Single & Over & Under  
Barrel
By choosing the adjustable comb, the demanding 

shooter can use the F3 at its full potential and can 

adjust the pattern by lifting or lowering the rib accor-

ding to his individual requirements. The F3 SuperTrap 

O&U barrel is factory set-up to shoot approximately 

a 60:40 to 100% pattern, based on the classic Figure 

8 sighting plane. The Under-Single barrel is also fac-

tory set-up to shoot approximately a 70:30 to 120% 

pattern.

Barrels and Receiver
  Free Floating Barrels
  Adjustable Barrel Hanger System on O/U
  Chrome Plated Barrels Full Length
  Revolutionary Ejector Ball System
  Barrels Finished in a Powder Coated Nitride
  Selectable Competition Trigger

Over & Under barrel balancer 
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The latest addition to the F3 family is the F3 
SuperTrap. The perfect blend of overall weight, 

balance and weight distribution make the 
F3 SuperTrap the ideal competitor, be it in the 

Over & Under (O&U), in the Under-Single (USGL) 
version or in the matching combination of both, 

the F3 SuperTrap Combo. Balance and weight 
distribution remain the same which ever barrel you 

choose.
 

A new generation of Trap gun

Optimized for perfect shooting results!

Over & Under barrel balancer Under-Single barrel balancer Stock balancer   

Stock Characteristics
  Semi-custom Stock in Both Left or Right 

Hand
  Lacquer Finished
  Adjustable Comb 
  Fine Checkering 
  Integrated Stock Weight System  
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